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INTRODUCTION

We are on the cusp of a “Big Data” Revolution. Increasingly large datasets are being mined for important predictions and often surprising insights. We are witnessing merely the latest stage of the Information Revolution that has transformed our society and our lives over the past half century. But the big data phase of the revolution promises (or threatens, depending on one’s perspective) a greater scale of social change at an even greater speed. The scale of the Big Data Revolution is such that all kinds of human activities and decisions are beginning to be influenced by big data predictions, including dating, shopping, medicine, education, voting, law enforcement, terrorism prevention, and cybersecurity. This transformation is comparable to the Industrial Revolution in the ways our pre–big data society will be left radically changed.

The potential for social change means that we are now at a critical moment; big data uses today will be sticky and will settle both default norms and public notions of what is “no big deal” regarding big data predictions for years to come. Individuals have little idea concerning what data is being collected, let alone shared with third parties. Existing privacy protections focused on managing personally identifying information are not enough when secondary uses of big data sets can reverse engineer past, present, and even future breaches of privacy, confidentiality, and identity.¹ Many of the most revealing personal data sets such as call history, location history, social network connections, search history, purchase history, and facial recognition are already in the hands of governments and corporations. Further, the collection of these and other data sets is only accelerating.
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As the amount and variety of data continue to grow, defining the catchall term “big data” can be elusive. Technical definitions of big data are often narrowly constrained to describe “data that exceeds the processing capacity of conventional database systems.” Technologists often use the technical “3-V” definition of big data as “high-volume, high-velocity and high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information processing for enhanced insight and decision making.” Peter Mell, a computer scientist with the National Institute of Standards and Technology, similarly constrains big data to “[w]here the data volume, acquisition velocity, or data representation limits the ability to perform effective analysis using traditional relational approaches or requires the use of significant horizontal scaling for efficient processing.”

We prefer to define big data and big data analytics socially, rather than technically, in terms of the broader societal impact they will have. Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier define big data as referring “to things one can do at a large scale that cannot be done at a smaller one, to extract new insights or create new forms of value, in ways that change markets, organizations, the relationship between citizens and governments, and more.” We have some reservations about using the term “big data” at all, as it can exclude important parts of the problem, such as decisions made on small data sets, or focus us on the size of the data set rather than the importance of decisions made based upon inferences from data. Perhaps “data analytics” or “data science” are better terms, but in this paper we will use the term “big data” (to denote the collection and storage of large data sets) and “big data analytics” (to denote inferences and predictions made from large data sets) consistent with what we understand the emerging usage to be.

In a prior article, we argued that nontransparent collection of small data inputs enables big data analytics to identify, at the
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expense of individual identity, and empower institutions that possess big data capabilities. In this paper, we argue that big data, broadly defined, is producing increased powers of institutional awareness and power that require the development of Big Data Ethics. We are building a new digital society, and the values we build or fail to build into our new digital structures will define us. Critically, if we fail to balance the human values that we care about, like privacy, confidentiality, transparency, identity, and free choice, with the compelling uses of big data, our big data society risks abandoning these values for the sake of innovation and expediency.

Our argument proceeds in three Parts. In Part I, we trace the origins and rapid growth of the Information Revolution and describe how we as a society have effectively built a “big metadata computer” that is now computing data and associated metadata about everything we do at an ever quickening pace. As the data about everything (including us) have grown, so too have big data analytics—new capabilities enable new kinds of data analysis and motivate increased data collection and the sharing of data for secondary uses. Using examples taken from the Big Data Revolution, we show how government institutions are already adopting big data tools to strengthen their awareness about (and by extension their power over) the world.

In Part II, we call for the development of “Big Data Ethics,” a set of four high-level principles that we should recognize as governing data flows in our information society, and which should inform the establishment of legal and ethical big data norms. To advance ethics of big data, four such principles should be paramount.

First, we must recognize “privacy” as information rules. We argue that privacy in the age of big data should be better understood as the need to expand the rules we use to govern the flows of personal information. We show how the prophesy that “privacy is dead” is misguided. Even in an age of surveillance and big data, privacy is neither dead nor dying. Notions of privacy are changing with society as they always have. But privacy (and privacy law) are very much alive; while the amount of personal information that is being recorded is certainly increasing, so too is the need for rules to govern this social transformation. Understanding privacy rules as merely the ability to keep information secret severely handicaps our ability to comprehend and shape our digital revolution. What has failed is not privacy but what Daniel Solove has termed “Privacy Self-Management,” the idea that it is possible or desirable for every individual to monitor and manage a shifting collection of privacy
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settings of which they may only be dimly aware.\textsuperscript{7} We argue that “privacy” in today’s information economy should be better understood as encompassing information rules that manage the appropriate flows of information in ethical ways.

Second, \textit{we must recognize that shared private information can remain “confidential.”} Much of the tension in privacy law over the past few decades has come from the simplistic idea that privacy is a binary, on-or-off state, and that once information is shared and consent given, it can no longer be private. Binary notions of privacy are particularly dangerous and can erode trust in our era of big data and metadata, in which private information is necessarily shared by design in order to be useful. The law has always protected private information in intermediate states, whether through confidentiality rules like the duties lawyers and doctors owe to clients and patients; evidentiary rules like the ones protecting marital communications; or statutory rules like the federal laws protecting health, financial, communications, and intellectual privacies. Neither shared private data (nor metadata) should forfeit their ability to be protected merely because they are held in intermediate states. Understanding that shared private information can remain confidential better helps us see how to align our expectations of privacy with the rapidly growing secondary uses of big data analytics.

Third, \textit{we must recognize that big data requires transparency.} Transparency has long been a cornerstone of civil society as it enables informed decision making by governments, institutions, and individuals alike. The many secondary uses of big data analytics, and the resulting incentives of companies and governments to share data, place heightened importance on transparency in our age of big data. Transparency can help prevent abuses of institutional power while also encouraging individuals to feel safe in sharing more relevant data to make better big data predictions for our society.

Fourth, \textit{we must recognize that big data can compromise identity.} “Identity,” like privacy, can be hard to define. We use identity to refer to the ability of individuals to define who they are. Big data predictions and inferences risk compromising identity by allowing institutional surveillance to identify, categorize, modulate, and even determine who we are before we make up our own minds. We must therefore begin to think imaginatively about the kinds of data inferences and data decisions we will allow. We must regulate or prohibit ones we find corrosive, threatening, or offensive to citizens, consumers, or individual humans, just as we have long protected decisions like voting and contraception and prohibited invidious decisions made upon criteria like race, sex, or gender.

How should we integrate Big Data Ethics into our society? In Part III, we suggest how this should be done. Law will be an

\textsuperscript{7} Solove, \textit{supra} note 1, at 1880–81.
important part of Big Data Ethics, but so too must the establishment of ethical principles and best practices that guide government agencies, corporate actors, data brokers, information professionals, and individual humans, whether we label them “Chief Privacy Officer,” “Civil Liberties Engineer,” “system administrator,” “employee,” or “user.” Individuals certainly share responsibility for ethical data usage and development, but the failure of the privacy-self-management system shows that we must build structures that encourage ethical data usage rather than merely nudging individual consumers into sharing as much as possible for as little as possible in return. Big Data Ethics are as much a state of mind as a set of mandates. While engineers in particular must embrace the idea of Big Data Ethics, in an information society that cares about privacy, we must all be part of the conversation and part of the solution.

I. THE BIG DATA REVOLUTION

The Big Data Revolution is the latest stage in the wider Information Revolution that is rapidly changing life around us. Building upon discoveries made during and after the Second World War, the Information Revolution rapidly picked up speed in the 1970s with Intel’s invention of the microprocessor. If the first act of the Information Revolution was defined by the microprocessor and the power to compute, and the second by the network and the power to connect, the third will be defined by data and the power to predict. One way to look at things is that we have collectively built and are now living with a really big metadata computer.

A. The Big Metadata Computer

We have always been surrounded by information. We have also long had math and human “computers” to help us process and make sense of information. After World War II, however, urgent problems like nuclear weapon air defense spurred investment into new kinds of computers. These computers used innovations in communications and material sciences that enabled machine computers with transistors to reliably transfer, store, and retrieve information as data.8 Uses for these early computers quickly expanded beyond military applications to meet insatiable corporate demand.

Early pioneers saw the human possibilities as well. In a famous 1950 article, Alan Turing suggested that one day computer processing might become so powerful as to be externally indistinguishable from human thought.9 J.C.R. Licklider predicted in a 1960 paper entitled Man-Computer Symbiosis that “in not too

many years, human brains and computing machines will be coupled together very tightly, and that the resulting partnership will think as no human brain has ever thought and process data in a way not approached by the information-handling machines we know today.”

Licklider optimistically believed that man-computer symbiosis would be “intellectually the most creative and exciting in the history of mankind.”

Gordon Moore, then head of research and development for Fairchild Semiconductor, observed in a 1965 article that the number of transistors on a chip had roughly doubled each year from 1959 to 1965. Moore grasped the mathematical significance of such exponential progress and predicted that this phenomenon would enable “such wonders as home computers—or at least terminals connected to a central computer—automatic controls for automobiles, and personal portable communications equipment.”

Moore’s article also first articulated what is now referred to as “Moore’s Law,” the prediction that the number of transistors on a chip would roughly double every two years.

Processors doubling in computing power every two years also came with a corresponding decrease in the cost of computing. Lower costs of computing led to the development of ever more powerful software taking advantage of ever more powerful hardware. Half a century on, Moore’s law and others like it have enabled the migration of computing from its military and corporate roots into the hands of virtually everyone in the developed world. Bill Gates’s ambitious 1980s vision of “a computer on every desk and in every home” has already come and gone. We have moved on to the smartphone and tablet era, ushered in by Apple’s triumphant transformation from a computer company into “a mobile device company.”
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Now, at breakneck pace, computing is distributing to everything and “software is eating the world.” Governments and corporations are rapidly adopting Infrastructure as a Service (“IaaS”), also referred to as cloud computing. Even NASA uses cloud computing to help it conduct missions to land rovers on Mars. New digital delivery businesses either embrace the cloud, like the former mail-order business Netflix has done, or they fail to adapt and, like Blockbuster, go out of business. Personal computing power is moving into smartphones, tablets, and wearable devices. A “Quantified Self” movement allows people to measure their lives to help improve sleep and lose weight. The machines we use, the new things we buy, and, it seems, “everything” increasingly holds increasing amounts of computational power.

This computational power is also fueling unprecedented growth in applications and software tools of all kinds. Since launching in July 2008, the Apple App Store has grown to an inventory of close to one million applications (“apps”), with tens of thousands of new apps added every month. Apple’s App Store ranking algorithms constantly adjust to keep up. Overtaking Apple’s head start, the Google Play store for Android already crossed the million app milestone in July 2013. Leveraging the on-demand scale and power of cloud computing, an entire new model of software delivery has also emerged called Software as a Service (“SaaS”), which one

leading industry analyst predicts will grow to $75 billion in 2014.\textsuperscript{25}
Right behind SaaS, developers now rapidly create custom-built applications on Platform as a Service (“PaaS”) offerings.

Connecting this staggering amount of distributed computing, running ever-multiplying numbers of applications, is an equally astonishing global communications network. The Internet also outpaced its military origins and quickly spread to connect academia, corporations, individuals, and now physical devices in our cities and homes. Cisco reports that global Internet Protocol (“IP”) traffic has increased fourfold in the last five years and that there will be nearly three times as many devices connecting to IP networks as the global population by 2017.\textsuperscript{26} In November 2013, Ericsson reported total mobile subscriptions of 6.6 billion and 40% growth in the number of these subscriptions annually.\textsuperscript{27} Keeping up with these connecting devices, we have depleted the 4.2 billion unique IP addresses in IP version four, requiring us to switch to IP version six, with a potential three hundred and forty trillion addresses.\textsuperscript{28}

From telegraph to the Internet,\textsuperscript{29} global communications now surge through over 550,000 miles of undersea fiber-optic cables.\textsuperscript{30} From telecommunications provider to content provider, players like Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and Amazon are now building their own fiber-optic networks to have more control over their content and their economics.\textsuperscript{31} In the air around us, what was once wireless spectrum for UHF TV is now “beachfront” spectrum being auctioned for billions of dollars because it can more easily penetrate buildings to enhance connectivity and communication.\textsuperscript{32} In the air above us,
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over 1,000 satellites operate. The United States Air Force ensures that twenty-four of these satellites provide GPS signals so our mobile devices can almost always know where in the world they are located. Self-service Wi-Fi has grown astronomically. Think how quickly we all have been acculturated into asking, upon entering a room, “What’s your Wi-Fi password?”

What are all these computers primarily computing and networks now primarily networking? Data, and lots of them. An often-cited standard unit of large amounts of data is the aggregate amount of information stored in the books of the Library of Congress. In 1997, Michael Lesk, in his report “How Much Information Is There in the World,” estimated that there were twenty terabytes of book data stored in the Library of Congress. According to one of the documents leaked by Edward Snowden, the NSA was ingesting “one Library of Congress every 14.4 seconds” as early as 2006.

Now the Library of Congress itself is collecting data, with 525 terabytes already in its web archive as of May 2014. Twitter and the Library of Congress reached an agreement in April 2010 that enabled the library to archive public tweets since 2006. As of January 2013, the Library of Congress had archived 130 terabytes, comprised of over 170 billion tweets and growing by nearly half a billion more tweets each day.

The Library of Congress example reveals the growth not merely of data but of an important kind of data called “metadata.” The Library is not merely collecting the 140 characters in each tweet. In

addition to the 140 characters of text, each tweet also has over thirty-one documented metadata fields.\textsuperscript{41} Metadata is commonly defined as a set of data that describes and gives information about other data.\textsuperscript{42} Thus, each tweet’s metadata also reveals the identity of its author as well as the date, time, and location from which it was sent, among other things. This is metadata—data about data themselves.

We have of course long created metadata, such as the old card cataloging systems that libraries maintained for centuries. The creation (let alone storage) of metadata, however, usually required much effort and cost.\textsuperscript{43} Librarians went through the laborious task of creating book metadata for library catalogs so that books could be more easily organized, found, and referenced. To allow the post office to deliver our mail, we take the time to write the recipient and return address metadata on our envelopes. When we started to speak by phone, the phone companies developed technology to record the metadata of the phone numbers we dialed, when the calls took place, and how long they lasted so they could place the call and properly bill us. Metadata makes phone calls possible. The time and effort to create metadata was worth it because it considerably increased the value of associated data (the book or the phone number) by allowing more opportunity for their use.

Today we live in a radically different metadata world. The combination of ever more powerful computing, networking, and data storage has enabled the automated and largely costless generation and collection of metadata with nearly everything we do. The envelopes we used to address are eclipsed by the e-mails we send. The analog phone calls we used to make have long since been converted to digital technologies, enabling inherent metadata creation and easier sharing as revealed by the NSA metadata collection programs.\textsuperscript{44} Knowingly or unknowingly, with every Google search, every Facebook post, and even every time we simply turn on our smartphones (or move with them on), we produce metadata. Moreover, metadata about us are added to commercial algorithms like Facebook’s Tag Suggest facial-recognition system to

\textsuperscript{41} See Paul Ford, What Twitter’s Made of, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK, Nov. 11, 2013, at 12–13 (discussing the large amount of data that comes with a 140 character Tweet).
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make them more powerful. Alessandro Acquisti has explained how Facebook and other publicly available sources of facial data combined with ubiquitous cloud computing and rapidly improving facial recognition capabilities will result in "a radical change in our very notions of privacy and anonymity."  

Stepping back, all of this distributed computing that is powering networked devices and applications generating Library of Congress multiples of data is starting to become a kind of big metadata computer. Individuals, companies, and governments collectively feed and interact with this big metadata computer every minute of every day. Further, rapidly improving hardware, software, protocols, and standards around this big metadata computer enable us to generate better metadata and share them more easily. We want to be clear here: we need and want this big metadata computer to thrive. Many of the marvels of the last few decades and of those to come depend upon its continued, rapid expansion. But like many new and powerful tools, the big metadata computer creates challenges; specifically, it allows new inferences, insights, and predictions that will create problems of their own.

B. Big Data Adoption

In the early days of data analysis, companies had to perform the time-intensive task of feeding internally generated data into data warehouses to improve data insights as "production processes, sales, customer interactions, and more were recorded, aggregated, and analyzed." A new era of big data began when companies began to gather and analyze large amounts of information from internal and external sources. To meet the demands of storing and analyzing these larger data sets, innovators like Google, Yahoo, LinkedIn, and eBay developed new, open-source software technologies such as Hadoop, a software tool that allows the storage and processing of very large data sets across collections of computers. Larger data sets enabled new possibilities of a radically different scale than in the past. Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier provide a helpful analogy here, stating, "[A] movie is fundamentally different from a frozen photograph. It's the same with big data: by changing the amount,


we change the essence.” Thus, big data is about the “moving picture” predictions from unplanned secondary uses of data sets as opposed to earlier eras of planned data processing “snap shots.” For example, early pioneers of big data were able to attract viewers to “their websites through better search algorithms, recommendations from friends and colleagues, suggestions for products to buy, and highly targeted ads, all driven by analytics rooted in enormous amounts of data.”

We are now entering a third era in which big data use is expanding beyond Silicon Valley innovators to corporate and government institutions. Currently, the volume and variety of data are in ample supply. And it is clear that some of the data we collect today will have unforeseen uses (and value) in the future. These unforeseen secondary uses of data create the incentive for institutions to collect and store data in order to have them for later analysis. Storage, after all, is getting much cheaper, too. Although employees with big data skills have been in relatively short supply, and companies are still learning what to do with big data, this is rapidly changing.

Companies already have access to extensive data sets prepared by a large data broker industry which itself has substantial big data capabilities. The data-driven marketing economy, of which data brokers are a central part, generates revenue in the hundreds of billions of dollars. To obtain their information, data brokers search through government records, purchase histories, social media posts, and hundreds of other available sources. Data brokers compile this information and use it to build comprehensive data profiles about us, all of which they sell in turn to retailers, advertisers, private individuals, nonprofit organizations, law enforcement, and other government agencies.
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On top of these already powerful and highly capable data brokers, innovative and rapidly growing startups are further enhancing data analysis and sharing velocity. Take Palantir, a company that applies antifraud techniques developed at PayPal for antiterrorism. Since its founding in 2004, Palantir has raised $650 million in capital and is purportedly worth $9 billion after its most recent capital raise in 2013. Palantir started as a government contractor for law enforcement and intelligence agencies and is now expanding to pharmaceutical and banking sectors.

The increasing adoption of big data is such that all kinds of human activity, ranging from dating to hiring, voting, policing, and identifying terrorists, have already become heavily influenced by big data techniques. These new insights and predictions are already starting to have an impact on the relationships between citizens, governments, and companies. And it is happening so quickly that most people are not aware of both the scale and the speed of these transformations.

C. Big Data Awareness

The Big Data Revolution is fundamentally about awareness. The analysis of relevant big data sets gives us greater awareness of the world that lets us make predictions and solve problems. Take the problem of traffic congestion. One way to map a city’s daily traffic flows and congestion might be to let researchers run analytics on cellphone signal logs over a metropolitan area over a long enough period of time to see patterns. In 2012, MIT and UC Berkeley

59. See, e.g., Sasha Issenberg, How President Obama’s Campaign Used Big Data to Rally Individual Voters, Part 1, MIT TECH. REV. (Dec. 16, 2012), http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/508836/how-obama-used-big-data-to-rally-voters-part-1/ (“The [Obama] campaign didn’t just know who you were; it knew exactly how it could turn you into the type of person it wanted you to be.”).
researchers did exactly that by analyzing mobile phone traffic logs from cell tower interactions of 680,000 Boston-area commuters.\textsuperscript{61} This allowed the researchers to “trace each individual’s commute, anonymously, from origin to destination,”\textsuperscript{62} and enabled the authors of the study to produce “one of the most detailed maps of urban traffic patterns ever constructed”\textsuperscript{63} and uncover “previously hidden patterns in urban road usage.”\textsuperscript{64}

Consider also the problem of terrorism. We live in a time when terrorist attacks are also “previously hidden patterns” until they occur. Big data presents an alluring silver bullet to defend against terrorist attacks by greatly expanding the situational awareness of our security services. Situational awareness has long been a cornerstone of military and emergency response theory.\textsuperscript{65} Addressing the lack of awareness of September 11th attackers, Congress passed a series of laws including section 515 of the Homeland Security Act, which requires the National Operations Center to “provide situational awareness and a common operating picture for the entire Federal Government . . . and [to] ensure that critical terrorism and disaster-related information reaches government decision-makers.”\textsuperscript{66} The law defines the term “situational awareness” as “information gathered from a variety of sources that, when communicated to emergency managers and decision makers, can form the basis for incident management decisionmaking.”\textsuperscript{67}

Big data takes situational awareness to a new level (at least in theory) by allowing the government to see first, decide first, and act first inside an adversary’s decision cycle. This “merely” requires the government to collect everything in advance so that it can search for what it needs when it needs it. After the fact, investigators can identify suspected terrorists if they have access to the big metadata computer’s pre-attack data to find signals and inform situational awareness. Thus, in the wake of the Boston Marathon bombing,
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federal officials accessed Boston cell tower traffic logs much like the researchers discussed earlier, but this time to cross check against surveillance video and eyewitness photography in order to identify the culprits of the Boston Marathon bombing. They also used tools like the one from Topsy labs—recently acquired by Apple—that let officials access the metadata built into every tweet sent in Boston since July 2010 that contained the word “bomb.”

More ambitiously, how can security services identify and catch terrorists before they attack? One way would be to let government agencies have the metadata of everything in advance so they can “seed” a database with identifiers, such as phone numbers. Such a tactic would have the potential to uncover hidden patterns that could help analysts combine with other sources of intelligence to determine if an attack was about to happen. Big data analytics could also allow the identification of groups of suspected terrorists once the identity of their phone numbers became known. Internationally, this could take the form of allowing the NSA to collect global data on all cellular traffic it could possibly access and correlate the data of who is calling whom, how often, and when certain numbers are at certain locations and times when certain indicators are present. Domestically, we could also allow the NSA to collect metadata from domestic carriers and store them in one historical depository that it could keep for a fixed period (say, five years) and that it could retrospectively query to “discern connections between terrorist organizations and previously unknown terrorist operatives located in the United States.” In fact, something like this is happening as this Article is going to press with President Obama’s proposal for reform legislation that would instead keep bulk phone call data with telephone companies.

Big data will increasingly inform everyday policing and cyber security efforts. Law enforcement of all kinds, state and local, are making use of big data practices to pinpoint potential crime hot

70. See Konkel, supra note 68.
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spots or predict houses that could be burglarized.\textsuperscript{75} Some experimental departments are even developing algorithms to predict future felons.\textsuperscript{76} Cyber attacks of all kinds are on the rise. One way to defend against these attacks is to use big data to become aware of cyber attacks and to find vulnerabilities to defend against an attack. With the threats posed by cyber attacks, both government agencies like the NSA and corporations like Microsoft\textsuperscript{77} will need to be prepared to act in the big metadata computer in a much more pervasive, persistent, and invasive way because they need to protect the big metadata computer itself.

On the one hand, it should be no surprise that companies and governments are aggressively mobilizing big data to improve products and defend against terrorist and cyber attacks. On the other hand, it should be no surprise that the public is starting to ask questions about privacy as it learns about the potential privacy invasions that big data awareness allows. Yet many of the problems that concern us about big data extend beyond narrow notions of privacy. We worry about our confidential information being disclosed to unknown third parties. Moreover, we lack the transparency needed to gauge the effect of big data predictions and inferences upon us because the operations of big data themselves are shrouded in legal and commercial secrecy. As we start to learn about surprising uses of this shared information, we wonder how it may change who we are, for the better or for the worse. As the facts surrounding actual uses of big data continue to emerge, we are in a critical window before mass big data adoption where we can develop principles to capture the promise of big data without losing important societal values.

\section*{II. Big Data Ethics}

We are living in a time when new kinds of information collection and analysis promise great things, especially by increasing our awareness about society. And when it comes to awareness about the people who make up our society, the Big Data Revolution is being recorded by what we might think of as a “big metadata computer,” comprised of data about people and metadata about that data. We have some privacy rules to govern existing flows of personal information, but we lack rules to govern new flows, new uses, and new decisions derived from that data. What we need


\textsuperscript{76} Robertson, supra note 60.

are new rules to regulate the societal costs of our new tools without sacrificing their undeniable benefits.

But what values should guide us in forming these new rules? In this Part, we argue that a set of four normative values (privacy, confidentiality, transparency, and identity) suggests the beginnings of “Big Data Ethics” to govern data flows in our information society and inform the establishment of legal and ethical big data norms.

A. Privacy

We typically think about problems of personal information under the rubric of “privacy.” But the Big Data Revolution need not signal the “death of privacy.” On the contrary, when we think of “privacy” as more than keeping secrets and recognize it instead as the rules we have to govern information flows, big data’s real privacy problem comes into focus. We need rules to regulate the flows of data, which means that the collection of personal data should be the beginning of our privacy conversation and not its end.

1. Privacy as Information Rules

We are lured to think that the Big Data Revolution will eliminate privacy when many of its leading proponents declare that “Privacy is dead” or “Privacy is dying.” In January 1999, Sun Microsystems CEO Scott McNealy famously declared, “You have zero privacy anyway. . . . Get over it.”\(^78\) McNealy’s outburst made headlines at the time, and it has outlived Sun’s own existence as an independent company. More recently, Vint Cerf, a leading figure in the creation of the Internet and Google’s “Chief Internet Evangelist,” suggested that privacy might be a historical anomaly.\(^79\) Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg was more blunt, declaring that “the age of privacy is over.”\(^80\) Such techno-centric worldviews carry an implied undertone of technology infallibility. We must yield our expectations of privacy, they suggest, to make way for the inevitable, and get out of the way of technological innovation.

Yet Edward Snowden and Glenn Greenwald’s revelations about the scale of surveillance by the National Security Agency have prompted a global debate about surveillance and privacy that continues months later. Why is this happening if privacy is dead? We would like to suggest, to the contrary, that privacy is not dead.

---

Privacy is very much alive, though it, like other social norms, is in a state of flux.

It all depends on what we mean by “privacy.” If we think about privacy as the amount of information we can keep secret or unknown, then that kind of privacy is certainly shrinking. We are living through an information revolution, and the collection, use, and analysis of personal data is inevitable. But if we think about privacy as the question of what rules should govern the use of personal information, then privacy has never been more alive. In fact, it is one of the most important and most vital issues we face as a society today.

Our definitions of privacy matter. A simplistic definition of privacy that is often used in public debates is something like “the information about me that no one knows.” But lawyers have understood privacy in more sophisticated ways for decades. At a minimum, lawyers use the word “privacy” and the legal rules that govern it to mean four discrete things: (1) invasions into protected spaces, relationships, or decisions; (2) collection of information; (3) use of information; and (4) disclosure of information. In the leading conceptual work on privacy, legal scholar Daniel Solove has taken these four categories and expanded them to sixteen categories, including surveillance, interrogation, aggregation, and disclosure.

Though we will need new privacy rules for the many uses of information, as the Information Revolution develops, we have many such rules already. Some of these rules are ones that we typically think of as “privacy rules.” For example, tort law governs invasions of privacy including peeping (or listening) Toms, the unauthorized use of photographs for commerce, and the disclosure of sexual images without consent. The Fourth Amendment requires that the government obtain a warrant before it intrudes on a “reasonable expectation of privacy,” and a complex web of federal and state laws regulating eavesdropping and wiretapping by both government and private actors backs up the Fourth Amendment. In addition to the Privacy Act and the Fair Credit Reporting Act, federal laws regulate the collection and use of financial information, medical and genetic
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information, and video privacy, among others. States, led by California, have also added privacy protections, such as California’s constitutional right of privacy (applicable to private actors), reading privacy laws, data breach notification statutes, and the recent spate of laws prohibiting employers from asking for the social media account passwords of their employees. Even the First Amendment, long thought of as the enemy of privacy, is a kind of information rule that mandates the circumstances in which other laws cannot restrict certain free flows of information, such as the publication of true and newsworthy facts by journalists, or truthful and nonmisleading advertisements for lawful products.

The important point we want make here is this: however we define privacy, it will have to do with information. Privacy should not be thought of merely as how much is secret, but rather about what rules are in place (legal, social, or otherwise) to govern the use of information as well as its disclosure. The law has actually thought of privacy in this way for a very long time in a number of ways, including, for example, in the protection of confidences. And when we think of information rules as privacy rules, we can see that even though digital technologies and government and corporate practices are putting many existing notions of privacy under threat, privacy in general is not dying. This is because privacy is more than just secrecy. Privacy is a shorthand we have come to use to identify information rules. As Helen Nissenbaum has put it, when we talk about privacy, we mean the rules that govern how information flows and not merely restrictions on acquiring personal information or data.

If we were designing things from scratch, we would almost certainly want to use a word other than “privacy”; “information rules” springs to mind, as does the more accurate but less exciting European concept of “data protection.” But in the English-speaking world at least, “privacy” is so deeply rooted as the word we use to
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refer to the collection, use, and disclosure of information that we are probably stuck with it, for better and for worse. When we expand our idea of “privacy” beyond embarrassing secrets to include the regulation of information, it flows more generally, and we see that privacy—and privacy law—is imperative in today’s information economy.

The “death of privacy” really refers to two somewhat related phenomena. First, there is the phenomenon of large amounts of personal information being collected by the technologies that we lump together metaphorically as the “big metadata computer” in Part I. But since privacy means more than protection from collection, the fact that we have big data increases the need for and importance of privacy rules, rather than decreasing it. It does seem to be true that social expectations about shared information are changing. But our social understandings about lots of things (including privacy) are always in flux. Moreover, the legal and social rules that govern how information about us is obtained and used (broadly defined) are always necessary, and the Information Revolution is increasing the importance of these information rules rather than decreasing it.

Second, and just as important, if there is a sense of a crisis in personal information, what has broken is not our concern about information rules or the need for them but our practical ability as individuals to manage the trade in and uses of information about us. Existing privacy law focuses on a set of principles known as the “Fair Information Principles” to govern the collection, use, and disclosure of personal data.\(^\text{92}\) The objective is to provide individuals control over their personal data so that they can weigh the benefits and costs at the time of collection, use, or disclosure. And the most important principles in practice as the law has evolved are notice (the idea that data processors should disclose what they are doing with personal data) and choice (the idea that people should be able to opt-out of uses of their data that they dislike). The “notice and choice” regime is the basic framework on which our current system of privacy policies, privacy settings, and privacy dashboards operates.

Professor Daniel Solove describes this approach to privacy regulation as “privacy self-management.”\(^\text{93}\) While privacy self-management promises nuanced privacy protection, in practice most companies provide constructive notice at best, and individuals make take-it-or-leave-it decisions to provide consent.\(^\text{94}\) Few individuals, if
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any, have the time, skill, or dedication to go through the complex web of terms and conditions of any given consent, let alone revisit consent once given. Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that privacy self-management of the sort the model expects (reading privacy policies and making granular choices) would take users hundreds of hours per year to actually accomplish. Solove sums this up as a consent dilemma where many recent attempts at reform really just call for more privacy self-management, and alternative paternalistic approaches just limit individual consent. The problem is not that privacy is dead but rather that the system of managing the flows of personal information needs to be rethought in the face of the new uses and sources that our Information Revolution has generated. The problem is thus not the death of privacy but rather the need for additional principles to govern information flows.

2. Shared Private Information Can Remain Confidential

Of course, while the notion of privacy as secrecy is common in public debate, our law has a more nuanced understanding. In the previous section, we argued that we should understand privacy (or at least privacy law) as the set of rules we use to govern the flow of personal information that makes up much of our information economy. We argued that we should reject narrow understandings of privacy, like the understanding that privacy is just about keeping secrets from the world. Such notions of privacy are binary; information in this view is either on or off, public or private, known to us alone or broadcast to the world. But such narrow understandings of privacy are (to be blunt) nonsense. Information is rarely known to all or known to none. Instead, virtually all information exists in intermediate states between completely public and completely private. Much of the information in intermediate states that we share is private data that we share in trust, expecting them to remain confidential. Confidentiality is a kind of privacy that is based on trust and reliance on promises in the context of relationships. With the power of big data to make secondary uses of the private information we share in confidence, restoration of trust in the institutions we share with rests not only with privacy but in the recognition that shared private information can remain “confidential.”
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share with third parties we trust can still be regulated by privacy law.

Binary notions of privacy are particularly dangerous in our digital era, where information is necessarily shared by design in order to be more useful. We welcome GPS, cell tower, and even Wi-Fi location tracking of our cell phones so that we can make calls more easily and use location services in applications to “check-in,” navigate, or find our friends. We willingly share information to feed big data algorithms so dating sites can find us compatible mates, career sites can help us more quickly find jobs, online bookstores can recommend books for us to read, and social networking sites can connect us with new friends. Yet as discussed in Part I, the information we generate lives on and the emergence of big data allows for increased insights that can create digital dossiers about us that we know little, if anything, about.99 Before big data, individuals could roughly gauge the expected uses of their personal data and weigh the benefits and the costs at the time they provided their consent. Even if they guessed wrong, they would have some comfort that the receiving party would not be able to make additional use of their personal data.100 The growing adoption of big data and its ability to make extensive, often unexpected, secondary uses of personal data changes this calculus. As Kord Davis observed in his book Ethics of Big Data, “the potential for harm due to unintended consequences, can quickly outweigh the value the big-data innovation is intended to provide.”101 Not only is privacy self-management broken, but these new technological advances will compound the harm that comes from its failure.

These unintended consequences may not only involve individual privacy, they may also cause substantial harm to institutions. One particularly important injury is the loss of trust. Since the Edward Snowden revelations about NSA spying were first published in June 2013, the U.S. government has been managing through a kind of trust outage with untold cost to taxpayers and its mission.102 General Alexander acknowledged the loss of trust impacting the NSA’s cyber mission. ‘‘Cyber is where we need allies and partners around the world,’ Alexander said. ‘In order to get there, we need to
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change the rhetoric on media leaks, and fix the trust factor.”

The NSA’s trust outage is not only hurting itself but also entire sectors of the United States’ information technology industry, as foreign countries both react to protect their citizens’ privacy and use the trust outage as a means to advance local competitors.

Technology companies have also called for the restoration of trust. On October 9, 2013, Apple, Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Yahoo, LinkedIn, Twitter, and AOL published an open letter to President Barack Obama and Congress calling for surveillance reform. Brad Smith, Microsoft’s general counsel, wrote, “People won’t use technology they don’t trust. Governments have put this trust at risk, and governments need to help restore it.” Marissa Mayer, CEO of Yahoo, argued that “[r]ecent revelations about government surveillance activities have shaken the trust of our users, and it is time for the United States government to act to restore the confidence of citizens around the world.” These technology providers call for reform because they fear that customers will lose trust in their services if their customers’ shared private data is no longer confidential.

Confidentiality law arose centuries ago to keep certain kinds of shared information private. Multiple areas of the law provide confidentiality protections for preventing the disclosure of information in intermediate states, whether through professional duties of confidentiality, implied or expressed contracts for confidentiality, evidentiary privileges, or statutory rules. We have long had confidentiality rules like the duties lawyers owe to their clients and doctors owe to their patients to incent individuals to feel safe in sharing their confidences to advance important societal values of providing effective legal representation and medical care. We also have statutory rules that explicitly create
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confidential relationships regarding health, financial, and video records information. We also protect obligations of confidentiality that arise through voluntary promises or confidentiality agreements like preventing employees from revealing business secrets. Confidentiality law reveals how we have long recognized shared information can still be kept private using effective legal tools. Expanding confidentiality law approaches would seem to be one way to help keep shared information private.

Another force helping to keep shared private information confidential is the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”). Since the late 1990s, the FTC has maintained that breaking promises in a privacy notice constitutes an “unfair or deceptive act” under the Federal Trade Commission Act. The FTC can bring civil actions and seek injunctive remedies when it finds such promises broken. Solove and Hartzog explain how the FTC’s privacy jurisprudence has become the functional equivalent of a body of common law for privacy law. They go on to observe that the FTC is now starting to move “beyond the four corners of privacy policies” and shift its focus from enforcing broken promises of privacy to broken expectations of consumer privacy. This subtle but powerful shift puts the FTC in a position to increasingly look at the totality of circumstances surrounding privacy policies, including when consumers assume their shared information is being kept private. This expanded view could put the FTC in a position to “demand that companies engage in practices that will correct mistaken consumer assumptions or at the very least not exploit such assumptions,” like when consumers assume their shared private information is being kept confidential.

Courts are also starting to grapple with the privacy expectations surrounding a new kind of shared private information to keep confidential—metadata. While much of the actual data
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collected and stored has some kind of protection surrounding it, the associated metadata often does not. For example, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (“ECPA”) prevents Internet service providers from selling the content of its customers’ e-mails and text messages without written consent but provides more limited protection for noncontent metadata.\footnote{See 18 U.S.C. § 2702 (2012).} This is out of touch with today’s world because metadata are being created more easily than ever and can be aggregated with other information to reveal as much or more about individuals as personally identifying information or actual data.\footnote{See Daniel J. Solove, \textit{A Taxonomy of Privacy}, 154 U. Pa. L. Rev. 477, 506–07 (2006).} Moreover, metadata are often easier to access and share and can enable de-identification, allowing for even more privacy and identity intrusion.\footnote{See Paul Ohm, \textit{Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to the Surprising Failure of Anonymization}, 57 UCLA L. Rev. 1701, 1705 (2010); Paul M. Schwartz & Daniel J. Solove, \textit{The PII Problem: Privacy and a New Concept of Personally Identifiable Information}, 86 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1814, 1879–83 (2011).}

Some courts and several state legislatures\footnote{See, e.g., MONT. CODE ANN. § 46-5-110 (2013).} are starting to recognize the privacy implications of metadata collection. In \textit{Klayman v. Obama}, Judge Richard Leon granted and then stayed, for national security reasons, a preliminary injunction to stop the government’s bulk collection and querying of the plaintiff’s phone record metadata on Fourth Amendment grounds.\footnote{See Klayman v. Obama, 957 F. Supp. 2d 1, 43 (D.D.C. 2013).} The government argued that based on the Supreme Court’s ruling in \textit{Smith v. Maryland}\footnote{442 U.S. 735, 745–46 (1979).} in 1979, “no one has an expectation of privacy, let alone a reasonable one, in the telephony metadata that telecom companies hold as business records.”\footnote{\textit{Klayman}, 957 F. Supp. 2d at 31.} Judge Leon distinguished \textit{Smith} by framing the question in \textit{Klayman} as: “When do present-day circumstances—the evolutions in the Government’s surveillance capabilities, citizens’ phone habits, and the relationship between the NSA and telecom companies—become so thoroughly unlike those considered by the Supreme Court thirty-four years ago that a precedent like \textit{Smith} simply does not apply?”\footnote{\textit{Id.}}

Judge Leon relied in part on the Supreme Court’s recent decision in \textit{United States v. Jones}, where the majority ruled based on a trespass rationale that the government’s installation of a GPS device on a target’s vehicle, and its use of that device to monitor the vehicle’s movement for longer than the original warrant period, constituted a search.\footnote{See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 949 (2012).} Justice Sotomayor concurred with the trespass rationale of the majority in \textit{Jones} but went on to observe
that GPS metadata “generates a precise, comprehensive record of a person’s public movements that reflects a wealth of detail about her familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations.” Sotomayor worried presciently that “[t]he Government can store such records and efficiently mine them for information years into the future.” More broadly, Sotomayor questioned the underlying premise “that an individual has no reasonable expectation of privacy in information voluntarily disclosed to third parties.” Justice Sotomayor observed that in the digital age, “people reveal a great deal about themselves to third parties in the course of carrying out mundane tasks.”

But the matter of metadata in the courts is far from settled. Just two weeks after Judge Leon’s ruling in *Klayman*, U.S. District Court Judge William H. Pauley III did not distinguish *Smith* and ruled that the government’s bulk metadata program did not violate the Fourth Amendment. Addressing location metadata in July 2013, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit ruled that information revealed by cell phone tower records is not something in which individuals have a “reasonable expectation of privacy.” The court reasoned that “[a] cell service subscriber, like a telephone user, understands that his cell phone must send a signal to a nearby cell tower in order to wirelessly connect his call.” Since no physical intrusion occurred as in *Jones*, the police could monitor warrant-free according to the Stored Communications Act.

Judges excluding metadata or information shared in trust from “reasonable expectations of privacy” rulings repeat the mistakes of technology leaders who spread “privacy is dead” myths. Limited expectations of privacy rulings and the administration’s reliance upon them perpetuate limited expectations of privacy. This causes confusion and delay in responsibly aligning our laws to realize the full benefits of the Big Data Revolution we are privileged to be living in. For example, continued reliance on the thirty-four-year-old *Smith* ruling, based on a collection of information on one phone line on one person for a limited period of time, somehow became the justification for all three branches to justify the collection of nearly
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...every American's phone metadata record for seven years. Even Stephen Sachs, the distinguished Maryland Attorney General who argued and won Smith, believes that “the circumstances are radically different today. . . . To extend it to what we now know as massive surveillance, in my personal view, is a bridge too far.”

Fundamentally, the debate over Smith v. Maryland's “third party doctrine” is one about definitions of privacy. The government asserts that once information is shared it can no longer be protected. Such a bald assertion is inconsistent with both the needs of the information age and with common sense. Longstanding legal principles of confidentiality show the way forward, that when appropriate, we can protect private information that exists in intermediate states. Paradoxically, confidentiality provides the trust necessary to ensure that better sharing takes place under terms that are clear, allowing the benefits of sharing and the protection of privacy at the same time.

3. Transparency

Transparency, like confidentiality, also fosters trust by being able to hold others accountable. Transparency of government information plays a crucial role in ensuring constitutional checks and balances among the branches of government, a free press, and individual citizens. Transparency of financial reporting fuels investors' willingness to part with their money and buy stocks. To hold the government accountable, Congress enacted the Freedom of Information Act in 1966 to enable transparent access of information to individuals and companies without the need for a reason. Recognizing the need for transparency, the Obama administration issued several memoranda on transparency and open government as soon as it took office. The European Union Data Protection
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Directive already provides transparency protections.\footnote{143} And Ira Rubenstein, Doc Sears, and others describe a future where additional transparency protections will allow data portability to support new business models to enable consumers control over their personal data.\footnote{144} Alex Pentland, in his book Social Physics, proposes a “New Deal on Data” that would provide enhanced tools for privacy and transparency to allow the use of personal data “to both build a better society and to protect the rights of the average citizen.”\footnote{145}

Transparency inherently includes a tension between openness and secrecy. This tension can cause paradoxes. Transparency of sensitive corporate or government secrets could harm important interests, such as trade secrets or national security. Too little transparency can lead to unexpected outcomes and a lack of trust. Transparency also carries the risk that inadvertent disclosures will cause unexpected outcomes that harm privacy and breach confidentiality.\footnote{146}

In our last paper, we described a “Transparency Paradox” of big data where all manner of data is collected on individuals by institutions while these same institutions are cloaked in legal and commercial secrecy.\footnote{147} In order to carry out their mission or provide their services, government agencies like the NSA and companies like Facebook use suites of robust legal tools to preserve their own privacy. Yet, at the same time, these institutions demand and shape transparent collection from us, especially where they have institutional incentives to protect government interests or make money. In an added twist, companies like Google, Apple, and Microsoft make demands for governmental transparency\footnote{148} to enable them to issue transparency reports while these same
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companies implement sophisticated encryption called “Perfect Forward Secrecy” to make their data less transparent to government snooping.\footnote{See Nicole Perlroth & Vindu Goel, Internet Firms Step Up Efforts to Stop Spying, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 5, 2013, at A1.} Google, at least, deserves some credit for their recent efforts to advance transparency with the Google Dashboard, which lets individual users know what data Google has about them.\footnote{PENTLAND, supra note 145, at 183.}

Transparency has heightened importance with the arrival of big data.\footnote{See Audrey Watters, What Does Privacy Mean in an Age of Big Data?, O’REILLY (Nov. 2, 2011), http://strata.oreilly.com/2011/11/privacy-big-data-transparency.html (documenting an interview with author Terence Craig on the importance of transparency in the age of big data).} The power of big data comes in large part from secondary uses of data sets to produce new predictions and inferences. As discussed in Part I, institutions like data brokers, often without our knowledge or consent, are collecting massive amounts of data about us they can use and share in secondary ways that we do not want or expect. Because of this, data brokers have recently come under attack for not meeting many of the “Fair Information Practice” principles (“FIPs”), especially those relating to transparency. In February 2012, the FTC issued a privacy report calling upon Congress to give consumers more control over their information held by data brokers.\footnote{See Rainey Reitman, FTC Final Privacy Report Draws a Map to Meaningful Privacy Protection in the Online World, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUND. (Mar. 26, 2012), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2012/03/ftc-final-privacy-report-draws-map-meaningful-privacy-protection-online-world.} In December 2012, the FTC launched a privacy probe to study the data broker industry’s collection and use of consumer data.\footnote{See Katy Bachman, FTC Launches Probe of Data Broker Privacy Practices, ADWEEK (Dec. 18, 2012, 12:30 PM), http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/ftc-launches-probe-data-broker-privacy-practices-146041.} In a recent report on the data broker industry, Senator Rockefeller stressed that lack of data broker transparency regarding data sources and use only exacerbates an “aura of secrecy surrounding the industry.”\footnote{See Adam Tanner, Senate Report Blasts Data Brokers for Continued Secrecy, FORBES (Dec. 19, 2013, 10:00 AM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/adamtanner/2013/12/19/senate-report-blasts-data-brokers-for-continued-secrecy/.}

Our point here is not to pick on the data broker industry, but to draw attention to the complexity of privacy in an age in which it is purportedly dead. Rather than having no privacy for individuals and maximal privacy for institutions, we think a better balance is necessary, in which individuals need more privacy and institutions need less. After all, Louis Brandeis himself famously explained that
“sunlight . . . is the best of disinfectants.”155 If a big-data governed society is to have any rules, those who collect, share, and use data must be made more transparent and thus more accountable. If we know that companies have the ability to issue transparency reports on government requests for information, we can better trust in the government making the request. Going further, however, if we know these same companies have transparency policies on their own collection, sharing, and usage of data about us, we will have greater confidence in them as well.

B. Identity

Big data requires us also to think more deeply about identity. Identity, like privacy, is hard to define but equally vital to protect. Whereas privacy harkens from the right to be let alone, identity hails from the fundamental right to define who we are. Protecting privacy, especially intellectual privacies, helps protect identity by giving individuals room to make up their own minds.156 Yet privacy protections are not enough in our new age of the big metadata computer because big data analytics can compromise identity by allowing institutional surveillance to moderate and even determine who we are before we make up our own minds. Therefore, we are concerned that big data can compromise identity and believe that, in addition to privacy and confidentiality protections, we must begin to think about the kinds of big data predictions and inferences that we will allow and the ones that we should not.

Identity can mean many things. It can refer to the association of a specific name to a specific person. Indeed, entire industries of identity management and identity protection now exist to protect this kind of identity. Identity can also mean whether something is the same as something or someone else, as it is treated in evidence law.157 Philosophers have also long debated and tried to define identity in this fashion. In this debate, the identity of a thing, including a person, is comprised of those properties or qualities which make it that thing. The problem with the philosophical definition of identity is that if you change the properties or qualities of the thing, you no longer have the same thing.158

We want to think of identity in a third way, as “something deeper, more mysterious, and more important.” Psychologist Erik Erikson observed this kind of identity as “a process ‘located in the core of the individual and yet also in the core of his communal culture, a process which establishes, in fact, the identity of those two identities.” Julie Cohen observes, “Selfhood and social shaping are not mutually exclusive. Subjectivity, and hence selfhood, exists in the space between the experience of autonomous selfhood and the reality of social shaping.” Cohen goes on to assert that “[p]eople are born into networks of relationships, practices, and beliefs, and over time encounter and experiment with others, engaging in a diverse and ad hoc mix of practices that defies neat theoretical simplification.”

This kind of identity is the fundamental right to define who I am. This is the idea that we can define our own identities; we can say whether “I am me; I am anonymous. I am here; I am there. I am watching; I am buying. I am a supporter; I am a critic. I am voting; I am abstaining. I am for; I am against. I like; I do not like.”

We can understand many of the protections of constitutional law in these terms—especially the political, religious, and social rights protected by the First Amendment. Indeed, our constitutional design suggests that the people, the “I am,” would govern who “we are” and not the other way around.

We need to step back and see more clearly the “message” of big data to understand how it can compromise identity. Media theorist Marshall McLuhan opened his seminal 1964 book Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man with the oft-repeated declaration that “[i]n a culture like ours, long accustomed to splitting and dividing all things as a means of control, it is sometimes a bit of a shock to be reminded that, in operational and practical fact, the medium is the message.” McLuhan’s maxim that “the medium is the message” conveys broadly how technologies and media not only change the message but the very structure of human thought and expression. We think and act differently when we use different technologies to express ourselves or live our lives, from speaking to reading to letter writing to Google. Big data technology combined with the scale
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and pace of the big metadata computer medium will change not only how we express ourselves but how we make decisions about who we are.

As citizens, we live in the early days of the marshaling of big data to help save us from terrorism and looming cyber threats. This is enabling levels of institutional surveillance of citizens (and consumers) that would previously have been technically and politically unimaginable.\footnote{167} In order to protect and serve us, institutions identify everyone. Continuous government surveillance programs aggregate minute, detailed records of our daily lives. This risks compromising our identity by stifling our intellectual privacy to think for ourselves as citizens and strengthens government power to discriminate, coerce, or selectively target critics.\footnote{168}

The commentary in the press and legal community regarding the leaks of Edward Snowden primarily focuses on breaches of privacy. Individuals understandably fear for their privacy when the government “can store such records and efficiently mine them for information years into the future.”\footnote{169} Yet breaches of privacy are only part of what is at risk with big data surveillance. Individual (and national) identity now contends, for the first time, with the chilling effect of this kind of surveillance. Some will feel comforted in knowing that this surveillance exists to protect against terrorism, but others, perhaps those who find such kinds of surveillance counter to the ideals of this country, may be silenced. Moreover, as argued in the previous section, big data surveillance of this magnitude means individuals are living in a society where information shared with their service providers does not remain confidential. What will the cumulative effect on identity be from this lack of confidentiality and the specter of surveillance other than to compromise individual identity in a free society?

As consumers, our identities are increasingly being shaped by big data inferences and the companies that control them. In many regards, we want and need this control. Our identities are enlivened and protected by institutional uses of big data. Yet because they have access to substantial portions of the big metadata computer and the means and know-how to operate big data analytics, institutional power is increasing at the expense of individual identity in ways we do not yet fully understand. Institutions, often without our knowledge or consent, are collecting massive amounts of data about us which can be used and shared in secondary ways that we do not want or expect.

\footnote{168} See id. at 1935–36.
Since the power of big data comes from secondary uses of data sets to produce an infinite variety of insights and predictions, the more we the users use, the more government and for-profit owners of big data possess the means to use our data to influence our identity with secondary uses without our awareness. Security expert Bruce Schneier describes a feudal world where we pledge our allegiance to the companies that provide the digital devices and services we use.\(^{170}\) Companies like Google, Facebook, Apple, and Amazon design and control the interfaces (TVs, iPhones, iPads, Android phones, Kindles, etc.) that consumers use and which can generate detailed histories of their every interaction. Professor Ryan Calo describes how these and other firms can employ big data to use our identities against us.\(^{171}\) By applying big data analytics to our every interaction, data companies can shape consumers’ identity by personalizing every part of the interaction.\(^{172}\) These capabilities are “dramatically alter[ing] the capacity of firms to influence consumers at a personal level.”\(^{173}\)

As institutions continue to adopt big data, our identities will increasingly be shaped by institutional predictions and inferences that big data analytics allow. In many regards, we want and need this. We are enlivened by using personalized services such as Google and feel safer knowing that our identities and credit cards are protected from identity theft by financial institutions using big data analytics to detect fraud. Yet because they have access to substantial portions of the big metadata computer and the means and know-how to operate big data analytics, institutional power is increasing at the expense of individual identity in ways we do not yet fully understand. Since big data operates in legal and commercial secrecy as discussed above, the extent and nature of troubling outcomes like predicting teenage pregnancies\(^{174}\) and rape victim identification\(^{175}\) are just starting to be revealed, let alone understood. Given this lack of understanding, there will be certain predictions and inferences that we may want to have big data
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III. SECURING BIG DATA ETHICS

We need to ensure that we think ethically about big data and other new information technologies. These technologies are not “natural” and foreordained; they are the product of human choices and they will affect human values. We need to be sure that these human technologies shape the kind of society we want to have, for these technologies will shape the societies we will live in and the humans we will become.

How should we do this? As lawyers, one logical place to start would be through the creation of new legal rules. We already have many legal rules governing the processing of data. The FIPs may not be enough to protect us, but they are certainly still relevant. The FIPs have been the foundation of recent presidential, congressional, and regulatory reports studying the need to modernize privacy protection policy.176 We have statutory schemes based on the FIPs like the Fair Credit Reporting Act ("FCRA") which was enacted to protect consumer financial information by ensuring that only the limited class of recipients with an actual need for such information could receive it, and to ensure that consumers had a meaningful opportunity to access and correct databases containing their financial information.177 One approach to enhance privacy protections could be to expand the scope of the FCRA, which the FTC has enforced effectively for four decades.178

While embracing the FIPs, many propose addressing the new risks of big data by giving individuals additional control over their data. FTC Commissioner Julie Brill has called for a “Reclaim Your Name” initiative, providing for consumer protections “to reassert some control over their personal data.”179 The White House’s Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights calls for a consumer right to exercise control over what personal data companies collect from

them and how their data are used.\textsuperscript{180} Similarly, in February 2012, the FTC issued its privacy report, “Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change,” which called upon Congress to give consumers more control over their information held by data brokers.\textsuperscript{181} With big data, however, strengthening privacy control is not enough.

Suggesting an alternative to privacy law, Professor Woodrow Hartzog makes the case for extending confidentiality law to enable a “chain-link” confidentiality regime that would contractually link the disclosure of personal obligations to protect information that moves downstream.\textsuperscript{182} Hartzog argues that a chain of confidentiality is discoverable because we primarily access a small number of providers. The same technology that tracks us could be used to track our data flows and protect them with a “chain of confidentiality.”\textsuperscript{183} A confidentiality approach could strengthen downstream protections of data privacy and shift the focus from often hard-to-determine privacy protections. Any confidentiality regime, however, would have to be carefully tailored to not become overly restrictive and difficult to manage. One could also question the political feasibility of creating a confidentiality regime when even politically popular regimes like the National Do Not Call Registry took more than a decade to be implemented.\textsuperscript{184}

Transparency is difficult to apply given its many paradoxes, but that should not daunt us. We need transparency to inform us of unexpected outcomes so that we can address them as they emerge. One approach could be for the FTC to call upon chief privacy officers to consider adding transparency policies to already-existing privacy policy frameworks. The adoption of transparency policies could allow companies to more freely operate while protecting consumers by allowing the FTC to bring enforcement actions when a promise of transparency is not upheld.

Whatever privacy, confidentiality, or transparency laws we develop, they should contemplate protections for metadata. Metadata offers an easier, often more relevant, and until recently, less privacy-constrained frontier for institutions to conduct surveillance. Further, the ease with which metadata can be combined with other data and the power of big data analytics allow much more information to be discerned from metadata than
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dreamed of in the past. Put simply, laws need to be developed to address privacy challenges arising from the prevalence of metadata and the emerging capabilities of big data.

Additionally, given big data’s power to predict and persuade us, we cannot merely have better compliance rules. There will be certain predictions and inferences that we may want to establish big data boundaries around and others that we will want to take off the table altogether. One area to consider building big data boundaries around is voting. Combined with social media, big data can shape the decision making of ourselves and others to help campaigns shape the decision they want. The 2012 Obama campaign made extensive use of big data to win the election. A large team of big data scientists and software engineers combined dozens of pieces of information on each registered voter in the United States to develop patterns to help them with fundraising and get out the vote activity.\(^{185}\) While big data offers to enhance campaign fundraising activities, big data can personalize a candidate to make him appear like us and shape our voting decisions in ways that we do not yet understand. Moreover, combining big data with social networking seems to intrude upon our identity as defined by the relationships we keep and offers dangerous opportunities for incumbents to tip the scales. For example, in the most recent South Korean presidential election, it was revealed that the Korean National Intelligence Service and other state agencies posted more than 1.2 million Twitter messages to try to sway the election.\(^{186}\) Utah recently passed legislation that restricts what voter data can be used for commercial purposes (e.g., data of birth).\(^{187}\) The importance of the vote requires us to consider additional big data (and social media) boundaries around what campaigns, companies, and governments are allowed to do with big data analytics on voter registration records and what they are not.

Given big data’s power to identify, categorize, and nudge us, we will also want to take certain big data predictions and inferences off the table. For example, in the analog world we protect the identity of rape victims. In the big data world, it was revealed that data brokers built lists of rape victims for sale.\(^{188}\) We need to be ready to act to stop offensive outcomes such as this as they are revealed. We
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cannot allow the use of big data algorithms, for example, to reverse engineer the return of racial-, gender-, and sex-based discrimination. We have these protections in the analog world and we will want them for the big data world as well. These will not be easy regulations to implement. They will undoubtedly get in the way of efficient decisions, but that is precisely the point. Civil rights and civil liberties are inefficient. Efficiency alone will not protect our identity.

More fundamentally, law alone is not enough to enshrine Big Data Ethics in our societies. Law has limits when things are moving quickly. Legal change is often slow and in our time of rapid technological change we are all aware that our legal rules are lagging behind our technologies. Laws we impose may cause unintended consequences of their own and unduly burden the Big Data Revolution still in its infancy. There may inevitably be a gap between active legal rules and the cutting-edge technologies that are shaping our societies and ourselves.

How should we fill this gap? We suggest that the most important way to ensure that the Big Data Revolution is a revolution that we want is to cultivate ethical sensibilities around information technologies. This can take several forms. One of them is privacy and information professionalism. Chief privacy officers, chief security officers, privacy lawyers, and data security consultants are accelerating industry norms and further institutionalizing privacy protection.\(^ {189}\) The International Association of Privacy Professionals (“IAPP”), the privacy industry’s largest professional group, currently has more than 12,000 members—an increase of nearly 3,000 just since the beginning of 2012—which it attributes in part to the increase in the number of “Chief Privacy Officers.”\(^ {190}\) The rapid rise of the Chief Privacy Officer offers a new seat at the table to build privacy awareness, break down organizational barriers, and enable organizations to protect privacy and prevent unexpected outcomes.

In addition to privacy professionals, other professional information ethicists have started to emerge. Google has an in-house philosopher who has argued publicly that companies should be thinking about their “moral operating system.”\(^ {191}\) Palantir, the

---


rapidly growing big data innovator discussed earlier, has privacy and civil liberties engineers.\textsuperscript{192} The President’s Review Group on Intelligence and Communications Technologies recommended the creation of a privacy-and-civil-liberties policy official, to be located in both the National Security Staff and the Office of Management and Budget, and strengthened the charter of the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board.\textsuperscript{193} Big Data Ethics needs to be part of the professional ethics of all big data professionals, whether they style themselves as data scientists or some other job description.\textsuperscript{194}

Users have responsibility for the world that we are shaping, but in the past we have focused entirely on user choice, which is insufficient. Given the ever-increasing, ad hoc uses of big data, individuals themselves can serve as a positive feedback loop to report when bad outcomes occur. As discussed above, if institutions have transparency policies like they have privacy policies today, then users can know where to direct their concerns, and in turn the institution can quickly respond to complaints and improve sustainable uses of big data. But users alone cannot take responsibility for technologies and business practices that they do not themselves create but find themselves increasingly dependent upon.\textsuperscript{195}

Technologists are the pioneers in this time of rapid change, and they will often see and understand big data privacy gaps before others. Technologists can lead the way to fill these gaps by rebutting “privacy is dead” beliefs and moving to advance Big Data Ethics. This is starting to happen. For example, “Privacy by Design” is a prominent set of seven information principles and best practices supported by legal scholars, regulators, and technology leaders alike.\textsuperscript{196} The basic idea of Privacy by Design is that privacy
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cannot be ensured solely by regulatory oversight by government agencies; instead, effective protection of privacy also requires companies to respect the privacy of individuals by making privacy protection an ordinary but integral part of the way they do business.  

Technologists can also innovate to produce new technologies, business models, and best practices. A growing industry of privacy startups are starting to attract investment, such as Personal.com, which is offering personal data lockers to protect and even monetize personal data for individual benefit. The Respect Network is a startup applying Privacy by Design principles to big data and establishing technology standards to support personal clouds for individuals to safely store and share personal data. Jonathan Mayer and Arvind Narayanan advocate for engineers to consider the spectrum of “privacy substitutes” and quantify the trade offs between functionality and profit for consumer privacy. They recommend that privacy regulators should increasingly focus on and foster available technology substitutes for privacy, not just balancing privacy risks against a growing list of countervailing societal values.

Finally, big data by its very nature requires experimentation to find what it seeks. A central part of this experimentation, if we are to have privacy, confidentiality, transparency, and protect identity in a big data economy, must involve informed, principled, and collaborative experimentation with privacy subjects. To govern big data experimentation, Professor Calo proposes consumer review boards modeled on the long-standing principles of human-subject review boards created by universities to resolve ethical problems involving human-subject research. Calo observes that the power relationship the experimenter and the subject require higher standards of minimizing harm or causing unfairness as a result of the experiment. Given the ever increasing, ad hoc, and at times surprising secondary uses of big data, a higher standard of care
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model like Calo proposes would let individuals themselves serve as a positive feedback loop before bad outcomes occur.

CONCLUSION

We might well be living in the time that Licklider predicted would be “intellectually the most creative and exciting in the history of mankind.” Like other novel information technologies, big data presents amazing possibility to usher in a new age of discovery and innovation for mankind. We need to enable government officials to use big data to act in our defense. We want to share information with companies to let them serve us better with big data. Yet we need to think more broadly about big data so we can develop privacy ethics, norms, and legal protections to prevent important societal values like privacy, confidentiality, transparency, and identity from becoming subordinate to the new capabilities of big data.

Big data is certainly a threat to privacy, confidentiality, and identity, but it does not spell the death of law. Rules governing the way personal information flows through our society are both essential and inevitable in one form or another. But the scale of our Information Revolution means that we must think more imaginatively and broadly about what kinds of rules we want. We need to develop an approach to those rules that ensures personal information in our society flows and is used in ethical ways. This will require a social conversation that is broader than this paper. Our Big Data Revolution promises not just awareness but power—power to predict, power to shape, and power to make decisions that affect the lives of ordinary people. As in other areas of the law, sometimes good procedures will be enough, but other times we will want to put substantive limitations on what we can do with data. As we all try to harness the benefits of our new technologies without succumbing to their potential harms, developing an ethics of big data will be essential. Big Data Ethics are for everyone.
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